Testing Notes and Results:
Voltage Regulator Circuit

9 V Battery and Case

FSR Circuit Board

Integrated Test Run # 1
Quick Description:
In this first test, the FSR board is connected to the FSR sensor (1 out of 4) and the voltage
readings is seen as force is applied to the resistor. The steps in which the process is as follows:

The 9V will be regulated to +5 V, which will supply power to both the ADC and FSR board. The
FSR will output an analog voltage reading between the 05 V, depending on the force applied to
the FSR resistor. That analog voltage is converted into a digital signal through the 12 bit ADC
board and will communicate out, via I2C to the Teensy MC. Which will ultimately send signals
and messages to the Motors.
Results:
As the force was varied on the FSR board, changes to the final digital output was seen
through the serial monitor. The voltage was changed between 05 V, however the RPOT on the
FSR needs to be adjusted to calibrate, the voltage range taking into account how much force the
robot will insert on the FSR sensors.
Next Steps:
Test the board will 4 sensors on the FSR board and check the output of each of the signal.

Updated: 4/6/2016
Integrated Test Run # 2:
Here a new code was written to test all four channels from the ADC board. The four
signals, coming into the ADC board are the outputs of the FSR boards. Shown below is an
example of the setup.

The Code written can easily be changed to read up to 8 channels (maximum for one ADC board).
The code is uploaded on google drive.
Below a snip of the code is shown to demonstrate, the outputs of the four FSR sensors being
pressed down.

It displays from channel 0 to channel 1.
Next Steps: Waiting on calibration to model the actual weight of the robot.

Update: 4/11/2016
Description:
Rewired the components, to allow for some calibration on the FSR board.

Essentially, what I did here was put a evenly distributed weight about 20 lbs ( close to ⅙
of the robot) and calibrate that to be between 0.80.85 V, which is about ⅙of the 5V supply.
Next Steps: Build up the second leg FSR and ADC connections. Test it on actual LEG.

